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Abstract:
1. To reach a level of understanding with the teamwork                                                                                                         

- This understanding is reached by 

•	 Taking	care	of	your	team	members	,	accepting	their	
weakness and make use of their strength

•	 Being	 trust	worthy	by	being	aware	of	 your	 specialty	
and up to date as much as you can . Saying only facts 
in medicine , no more no less , 

2. Relation with other department colleagues , if there 
is	heart	feeling	or	hatred	as	you	are	the	only	GP	in	
charge of his department (dialysis unit )this will be re-
flected as complains from them to the administration 
on every action not understood to them

3. Relation with  the administration This is gained by 
practicing and taking feed back about your work 
whether you are doing well or not , and are work on 
knowledge or just by try and error

4. Feed back of your work at higher administration

 That’s gained by correct unexplained decisions above 
your restrictions where complains are reported about 
you

5. Strength of the effect of families of the patients 
against doctors orders 

6. Managing to prescribe a suitable ttt for the patient 
that can avoid clashes with anyone without altering 
the patients
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